We prove that every polynomial in n variables, n > 2 , is a finite sum of terms, each of which is the product of two harmonic polynomials. This strengthens a result obtained by A. G. Ramm in [1] .
Introduction
In [1] , A. G. Ramm proves that if /: R3 -> C is compactly supported and (1) I f(x)P(x)Q(x)dx = 0 for all choices of harmonic polynomials P, Q, then / = 0. Using a formula giving the development of a product of two spherical harmonics into a sum of spherical harmonics, Ramm shows that if f satisfies ( 1 ) and if F is a spherical harmonic, then there exists a sequence of positive exponents {/z(} (which may depend on Y) suchthat ¿^¡(l/p,) = co and such that / r"' [f(rw)Y(w)dwdr = 0 for all i, where R > 0 is such that the ball of center 0 with radius R con- 2 3 tains the support of / and S is the unit sphere in R . By the Müntz-Szasz theorem (cf., for example, [6] ), it follows that w -► f(rw) is orthogonal to all harmonic polynomials for each r, hence zero. He then shows how to prove a considerably more general theorem. The general proof turns out to be quite simple. Results such as this one were used very successfully (and ingeniously) by Ramm to settle several open questions in inverse scattering theory (cf., for example, [2] [3] [4] [5] ). A natural question in this context, which neither the particular proof sketched above nor the more general one answers, is which polynomials can be expressed as a finite sum of terms, each of which is the product of two harmonic polynomials. We prove in this paper that if the number of variables is larger than or equal to 2, then every polynomial can be so expressed. We state the theorem and introduce the notation to be used in §2; the theorem is proved in § §3 and 4.
The main theorem
Let n be a positive integer. For k = 0, 1,2,..., we denote by ¿Pk(n) the space of all polynomials with complex coefficients of the variable x = (x,, ... , xn) e R" which are homogeneous of degree k . We denote by %fk(n) the subspace of 3°k(n) consisting of all P such that AP = 0, where A = Ejd2/dx2 is the Laplacian. We set &(n) = \Jk>0âsk(n), &(n) = \Jk>02'k(n) and let X (n) be the subspace of <^(zz) spanned by all polynomials PQ where P, Qe ¡%f(n). Our theorem can then be stated as follows. Theorem. If n>2, then ^2(n) = &>(n).
The case n = 2
The proof of the theorem will be by induction on the dimension zz. In this section, we prove the theorem for the case n -2.
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where [ ] denotes the greatest integer function. It is easy to see that Pk , Qk e %¡.(2) (and are, in fact, a basis for ß?k(2)). Assume now k -2m or k = 2m + 1 . Set Rj = PjPk_j, Sj = PjQk_j for ; = 1,..., m. We claim that the polynomials (2e) Pk, Qk, R{,...,Rm, Sx,...,Sm_x are linearly independent in &>k(2) if k -2m is even; in case k = 2m + 1 is odd, we claim that the polynomials (2o) Pk, Qk, Rx,...,Rm, Sx,...,Sm are linearly independent in ¿Pk(2). In either case we have k + 1 = dim^(2) polynomials; thus the theorem will be proved for the case zz = 2 once these claims are established.
To establish the claims, we will need to evaluate ArR., Ar5 for 1 < j < r < m . To accomplish this, we begin by proving the following: If /, g: R -> C are harmonic, then for r = 0, 1, 2. need to compute (dr/dxJ dyr~J) applied to Pk_r, Qk_r incase r -j is even. Assuming, thus, from now on that r -j is even and replacing k by k -r in (4), we get for 0 <j <r < k -r, dxJ dy '
Pk,M,y)= E (-1) (fc-2r-2")!(»!* y k-2r-2u _2v l_lj (k -2r -2v)\(2v)\X All that will matter about pk r is that its coefficients do not depend on j and that the highest appearing power of x is k -2r. A similar computation shows if0<j<r<k-r-l, then
where
is a polynomial independent of j of degree k -2r -1 in x . By (3), (5), (6) 
The general case
For the induction step, we need the following lemma:
Lemma. Let k>0. If P e 3°k(n), then P = AQ, for some Q e â°k+2(n).
Proof. Perhaps the easiest way to prove this result is introducing in 3°k the inner product(P, Q) = ZM=ka\aaba if P(x) = £N=^QX* , Q(x) = EM=kbaxa (where a! = <*,!•• an!, \a\ = ax+-■ -+a if a = (a,, ... , a ) is a multi-index).
An equivalent way of defining this inner product is by (P, Q) -P(D)Q, where P(D) is the operator E|Q|=^Q£»a if P = Z\a\=kaax<i (cf> t7> P-691)-In this formulation, once sees at once that this inner product satisfies the following: Let Pe&k(n), Re^(n), and Q e&k+ll(n) ; then (RP, Q) = (P,R(D)Q).
Assuming now the conclusion of the Lemma to be false, there exists a nonzero P € &>k such that (P, AQ) = 0 for all Q 6 ^+2. However, this implies (|x|2P, 0 = 0 for all Q e &>k+2, hence |x|2P = 0; thus also P = 0. The Lemma is proved. D Assume now the theorem has been proved up to zz -1, i.e., assume that &>(n-\) = £P (n -\) has been proved, where zz > 3 . It suffices to prove that xa = x"1 •■•x°" e ß? (zz) for all multi-indices a = (a,, ... , an) and since, by the induction hypothesis, x"1 ■ ■ ■ x°"f~x e M?2(n -1) all reduces: Let P, Qe%f(n-1); then (7) P(xx,...,xn_x)Q(xx,...,xn_x)xke^2 (n) for all integers zc > 0. We proceed by induction on k . That (7) is valid is trivial if k = 0, 1 or 2, so assume k > 2 and (7) 
